Lincoln town car air suspension light

On top of each air bag is a electrical valve that serves as a relief valve that allows air to be
exhausted when activated. The valve senses the amount of air pressure within the air bag to
keep both sides equal. These valves are operated via a leveling sensor that is attached to the
body of the car and to the rear axle by a movable arm. When the rear of the car drops because
of an increased load, the arm is pushed up, turning on the air compressor and filling the air
bags to level the car. When the load is removed and the arm moves down, indicating that the
back of the car has risen, the sensor opens the valve on the air bags and allows air to escape,
lowering the car. If the back of the car is low, indicating that the air suspension is not working,
and the air suspension light is on, check the fuse. If the fuse is all right, make sure the
air-suspension switch in the trunk is on. This switch is used when the car is in for service.
Always turn off the switch before lifting the car, because the sensor will think the car is rising
and keep the air bag valves open, ruining the rear air suspension. Turn the ignition key with the
engine off, and listen for the compressor to come on while pushing down on the rear bumper. If
it does not come on, test the switch terminals for power with a circuit tester. If one terminal has
power and the other does not, replace the switch. If there is power, turn the switch to the "Off"
position, raise the vehicle and place it on jack stands in the rear. Inspect the leveling switch on
the axle, making sure it is not bent and is connected. Use an ohmmeter for this test. Pull the
electrical connector off the switch. Loosen the arm of the switch from the axle. Test the switch
with the ohmmeter by checking across both terminals while slowly moving the arm. There
should be no continuity with the arm down. As the arm is raised, there should be continuity. If
not, replace the switch. If there was continuity, connect the arm and the electrical connector.
Put a floor jack under the axle and raise the axle so it is just beginning to lift the car off the jack
stand. Turn on the ignition. Turn the air suspension switch to the "On" position. Use the circuit
tester to check for power at the leveling switch. If there is power, turn the air-suspension switch
to "Off" and lower the car. Access the air compressor in the front, under the hood, and check
the electrical connector for power. If there is power, check for a good ground. If both are good,
replace the compressor. If the compressor works and the car does not rise in the back, replace
the air bags. Don Bowman has been writing for various websites and several online magazines
since He has owned an auto service facility since and has over 45 years of technical experience
as a master ASE tech. Bowman has a business degree from Pennsylvania State University and
was an officer in the U. Army aircraft maintenance officer, pilot, six Air Medal awards, two tours
Vietnam. Switch Terminals Turn the ignition key with the engine off, and listen for the
compressor to come on while pushing down on the rear bumper. Check for Power Put a floor
jack under the axle and raise the axle so it is just beginning to lift the car off the jack stand.
Writer Bio Don Bowman has been writing for various websites and several online magazines
since Automotive Forums. The instructions to disable the "Check Air Suspenson" light were
included in the kit. I followed these instructions without success. I disconnected pin 11 from the
wire harness under the dash, behind the glove box. I then telephones the company and was told
to cut the black wire to the air compressor under the hood - below the ait filter cannister. I own a
Lincoln Town Car signature. Have you driven it yet? How do you like the ride compared to the
Air Springs? I like it much better, Just that crazy light drives me nuts. Little stiffer ride handles
much better. If you search in this forum, you'll get some cures to your new problem. No help. I
have a 97 model sig. I guess it is different. There is no green wire behind the glove box. Pin 11 is
gray. I did not cut it but removed the pin from the harness and it did nothing. I have tried taking
out the fuse under th hood and the relay - no effect. I had someone from suncore tell me to cut
the ground wire to the compressor under the hood - no effect either I just had to figure out how
to splice a short wire back together ughh. Any ideas? Pull back the trunk carpet and remove the
2 nuts that mount the air suspension module. Unplug the air suspension module and bolt it
back in place. Flip the glove box down and locate the air suspension module mounted on the
heater core directly in front of you. Unplug the module and close glove box. Hey Jarben1, Are
the instructions from Arnott Industries incorrect for :confused: Is "unplugging the module" as
referenced incorrect? We need to know for future questions on this subject. You came for
answers and winded up being the teacher. To confirm for You needn't remove the Glove Box,
unhook it from the right, squeeze the sides to release and let it hang out of your way. Cut this
wire to disable "Check Air Suspension" light. I also left all of the hardware in place for the
original Air Bags, I just used Zip ties to secure the connections to whatever was handy and
away from the exhaust. As for the ride, I can't tell the difference; it's still like driving a
Barcalounger down the road For those of you with a '98 on, you are out of luck if you wish to
disable "air suspension" indicator on dash. I just got used to it being there Unfortunately it is
part of a LCD display on the Instrument cluster. I guess if it bothers you, there is always black
tape. Yesterday my compressor bit the dust The bags were fine, however after careful reasoning
I decided that I would just change the springs. I let the guy at the counter know how I dreaded

laying on the cold ground to repair. I will be doing the easy part Thanks for the help on how to
do this. You will be quite pleased with your decision. Knowing that the ARS can never fail again
is comforting to say the least. I did make it a point to list that I did not know which component
had failed although I had suspected an Air Spring. I have to say, I have owned this car since day
one. Bought it brand new while on vacation after being hit by a truck in Ocean city NJ. I still
remember the sales man asking me, "Why does a 25 year old want an old persons car. This was
the first real problem I have ever had with my 80, mile Town Car. I was on the fence about
changing the spring out, however if I sell it for a new this will insure the next owner can get 80,
mile of trouble free driving from the springs. Ok now I have the glove box down, I can not figure
out which plug to disconnect. Is it the black and gray on the right side? I also can't seem to pull
them apart, and there is another plug blocking them? Give me a few minutes to snap a picture
for you. Reattach Glove Box. Ill have to give it a look tomorrow morning, got dark, and I could
not see that well The ride is great:grinno::grinno:. The car now sits back were it did the day I
bought it.. And always will be. I will miss the buzzing sound when someone that's larger gets in
though I just don't want to cut the wrong wire!!! Cant figure out how to unplug either This is the
wire I cut. Give yourself plenty of room to splice it back if needed. Well it took me all week to
figure out how to pull the plug out! I finally got it, unplug and no more Check air suspension
light The plug does more than just illuminate the Check Air Suspension light. If you have Speed
Sensitive Steering, you're just disabled it too by unplugging that connection. Already done
However all has gone bad this morning I was backing out of the garage, not paying attention,
when I herd the scraping sound of the mirror being pulled of by the trim that surrounds the door
opening. I was able to screw it back on with large screws though Now this is going to be costly,
trying to find a new mirror Not at all happy with myself. I have confirmed with a Federal Mogul
technical specialist that their instructions with the coil conversion kit are NOT correct for
Lincoln Town Cars and later models. He assured me that the coils work well after the
conversion, but one has to be willing to live with the warning message. He also told me that
they have requested the coil manufacturer Moog to correct their instruction sheet to reflect this
reality on the newer models, but so far they have chosen to continue with the old instruction
sheet. Remove the on off switch in the trunk, cut both or remove the wires from the switch, bare
each wire and tape them together. No more warning light. Cutting the wires to and from the air
suspension switch and removing it sounds like an easy fix. Unfortunately, a quick examination
of the electrical diagram for the air suspension system of the Lincoln Town Car shows that the
switch merely opens that particular circuit, so turning the switch off does precisely the same
thing as removing the switch from the circuit. As I stated in a previous comment, the technical
specialist at Federal Mogul assured be that while the Moog CC coils they manufacture will very
adequately replace the air springs of the Lincoln Town Cars from onward, they have found NO
WAY to turn off the air suspension warning message on newer models beginning with because
those models use the multiplex communication network to communicate with the instrument
panel. According to the electrical diagram, that panel communicates various important data,
such as vehicle speed, driver's door ajar status, passenger's door ajar status, and odometer.
The technical specialist told me that their company had contacted the car manufacturer with the
request that they revert to the previous configuration, but no change was forthcoming. The
bottom line--conversion from air springs to coil springs will definitely work but, for models
beginning with and newer, the warning message will remain on. We just replaced the
suspension on my dad's Lincoln Town Car, and the instructions for disabling the Air
Suspension Warning Light were not very clear. When I looked on this forum, I didn't find
anything conclusive. As a matter of fact, on his car, the connector had two white plugs on them
- not a black and a grey. We first tried disconnecting the grey connector just to see if the light
still came on, and it did. Plus, the black connector did not have the green wire with a light green
stripe, but the white connector did. So, we tried the white connector and that was correct. All is
working. I'm going to try to post a photo or two as well. Here's a photo showing the location of
the module. Good job on deducing which green wire to cut. Never did notice a change in the
ride quality either - still as smooth as could be. On my 95 I took out the glovebox and pulled the
pin for the green wire out of the connector and it shut off the check suspension light I love the
ride with the coil springs It rides every bit as goo as my 61 Buick And for me the 61 Buick was
the gold standard for how a car should float down the highway. With the information provided
for your Lincoln Town Car, there can be a few things happening with your suspension. One or
more of the components that make up the air ride suspension system may have been damaged
due to the accident. If your Lincoln came back from the repair shop and you noticed the Air
Suspension Light was on, it is possible the technician working on the vehicle turned off your air
suspension so the vehicle could be safely serviced and then forgot to turn it back on. Typically
this switch is located in the trunk area or under the glove box by the kick panel. Q: Air

Suspension light is on asked by Leonard C. After a car accident, the Air Suspension light on the
dashboard came on. Rocco Lovetere Automotive Mechanic. The statements expressed above
are only for informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms
of service for more details. Home Questions. What others are asking Can i remove oil pan from
05 CTS 2. Hello, thank you for writing in. The engine will need to at least be partially removed
from the vehicle in order to remove the pan. You have to compensate for the oil pick up tube at
the bottom of the Read more. Car will not accelerate past 70 mph Depending on where you were
hit, I wonder if you might have damaged the air intake such that your car is having too much
trouble breathing to go really fast. Another possibility is that you might have dislodged an air
Torque converter vibrates - Chevrolet Avalanche Torque convertor "shuddering" is a cycle
where the torque convertor tries to lock up, can't, and re-cycles repeatedly. Discuss this issue
with your dealer. I have a Ford Mustang V6. I have an automatic transmission. Recently it has
been shifting very roughly at low speeds. Check the transmission fluid level and condition.
There is a possibility of engine controls, particularly, a faulty throttle position sensor, playing a
role Oil light goes off and on. This light will usually come on when one of two things are
happening. Either the motor is in fact low on oil or the oil pressure sending unit is not working
properly and may be producing a faulty reading. Volvo s40 T5 Touring Sedan maintenance
costs Hello! Thank you. In the case of possibly purchasing a new vehicle, it is always
recommended to have an inspection done first. This allows for the mechanic to determine what
types of repairs may be needed now, or in the Won't stay running Hello, thanks for writing in. If
the vehicle was just in an accident then the air bag module will most likely need to be replaced.
If the air bags deployed then it is common for this to occur. The module Trunk won't lock Hello.
When you say the trunk won't lock, I am assuming that the trunk lid will latch closed but you are
able to open the trunk after remotely locking the car. If your car is equipped with keyless
ignition, be Car won't stay on Your vehicle is known to have two common issues related to this.
The fuel pump could be weak, in which case a fuel pressure test should be performed. Also, the
MAF sensor mass airflow could be reading weak. A diagnostic Related articles. Fortunately, it
brings a number of other amazing features to the table too. Browse other content. Brakes,
Steering and Suspension Inspection. Air suspensions use inflatable bags to provide a smooth
and comfortable ride. Along with the comfort, some air suspension systems allow adjustments
of the ride height to accommodate for rough terrain. The air suspension system comprises of an
air compressor, the 4 bags at each wheel, and height sensors to monitor how much the bags
inflate. Every time the car is started, the computer runs a quick test on the compressor and
bags to check for leaks. A leak in one of the bags will cause the ride height to be lower, which is
detected by the computer using the height sensor. Always have the height sensors checked out
before replacing a bag as these can malfunction and give a false reading causing the warning
light to illuminate. When this light comes on, the computer will save a code to identify any
issues that it has detected. You can remove wheels and inspect the bags for any excessive
cracking or leaks, but you should still have the car scanned in case there are multiple codes
stored. Depending on the severity of the issue, it may or may not be safe to drive your vehicle
when this light comes on. If you have one bag that is leaking slowly, the compressor will just
need to work a little harder to try and keep the car at the correct height. In this situation, the car
should not be driven at all. Not only will the car have terrible handling, without the suspension
to absorb any knocks, all the impacts will be transferred to the body of the car which is not
designed for this sort of thing. If your air suspension light is on, our certified technicians are
always available to help you diagnose any issues you may be experiencing. Our experienced
technicians can even replace the air suspension compressor or the air suspension dryer for
you, if needed. The most popular service booked by readers of this article is Air Suspension
Compressor Replacement. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services, including
diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to you with
all necessary parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U.
Fast, free online quotes for your car repair. Air Suspension Compressor Replacement Cost.
Service Location. What to do when the air suspension warning light is on When this light comes
on, the computer will save a code to identify any issues that it has detected. Is it safe to drive
when the air suspension warning light is on? Home Articles. The statements expressed above
are only for informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms
of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related
Articles. What Do the Headlight Indicators Mean? Recent Air Suspension Compressor
Replacement reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Ben 41 years of experience. Request
Ben. Ben has been nothing short of Fantastic. A true professional, knew exactly what needs to
be done and was able to complete a fairly complex task in a short period of time. I Highly
Recommend Ben to anyone and would trust his judgement with any auto service solution. Tien

23 years of experience. Request Tien. Tien has serviced our vehicle a few times. He's always
terrific -- communicative, thorough, professional, and friendly. Tien is very knowledgeable and
great what what he does. Chad 16 years of experience. Request Chad. Chad has gone above
what was expected, and despite a support staff that really needs improvement Chad is great.
His company told him it would take three days to get the parts. But he found the part local and
fixed my car right away. I work so he was my call and it was great. Duane 25 years of
experience. Request Duane. Duane is a fantastic mechanic. He does a through job making sure
everything is right the first time. This is the second time He comes to fix my Escalade. He
performed the job very quickly, and explained to me what he did and the results are fantastic.
The care drives like when I originally bought it. I definitely recommend him. You will not be
disappointed! Need Help With Your Car? Related articles. At times, however, car issues will
arise, and every vehicle will display certain warning signs. To reduce the potential for
breakdown, and expensive Read more. The immobilizer warning light turns on if your anti-theft
system does not recognize the car key being used, if it's the wrong key or low on battery. If you
see the Check Engine Light or other warnings, get it inspected right away. Related questions My
all wheel drive light keep
wiring an electric oven diagram
1999 dodge ram tail lights
1995 ktm 250
going on and off. My abs light stays on. There could be a wheel speed sensor that could have
failed and is not functioning properly that is causing the ABS and AWD lights to come on. The
AWD light will come on in the event that the transmission is Ck engine soon light is on If your
vehicle's check engine light illuminates, there is a malfunction that should be investigated and
repaired. However, the seriousness of the malfunction is hard to judge unless and until a Code
Scanner is used by the Mechanic to download The battery light and the emergency brake light
illuminate when I turn on the car. The car shakes when they are on. Hello and thank you for your
question. Check your alternator for voltage at low idle and when the engine is at 3, rpm. It
sounds like the alternator is not producing enough voltage at a low rpm. The battery light
Browse other content. Schedule your Air Suspension Compressor Replacement today! Air
Suspension Compressor Replacement Price. How can we help? Read FAQ.

